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Real-World Web Graphs

 Hyperlinks are created for different reasons

 Navigation links: navigate the main website

 Suggestion links: suggest users to take a look at related information

 Action links: invoke actions such as ‘edit’, ‘share’, or ‘send an email’

 Hyperlink Classification Problem

 Classify hyperlinks into three classes: navigation, suggestion, and action
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Real-World Datasets

 Real-world web graphs 

 Crawling a set of web pages and hyperlinks starting from a page in Stack Overflow.

 Conducting a biased random walk

web_437 and web_1442: some heuristics are applied to balance the class sizes. 
web_10000 reflects the underlying distribution of the class sizes – very unbalanced.



Knowledge Graphs

 Graphical Representation of Human Knowledge

 Each fact is represented by a triplet (head entity, relation, tail entity)
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Knowledge Graph Embedding

 Representation Learning Technique

 Represents entities and relations in a feature space.

 Given a set of golden triplets (𝑆) and a set of corrupted triplets (𝑆′), minimize

How to compute 𝒇(𝒉, 𝒓, 𝒕) determines different embedding models.



Knowledge Graph Embedding

 Knowledge Graph Embedding Models

 TransE: Translating Embeddings for Modeling Multi-relational Data

 TransH: Knowledge Graph Embedding by Translating on Hyperplanes

 TransR: Learning Entity and Relation Embeddings for Knowledge Graph Completion



Hyperlink Classification Model

 Interpret a Web Graph as a Knowledge Graph 
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Hyperlink Classification Model

 Model Specification and Training

 A web graph G = (V, E) where V = { 𝑝1, 𝑝2, ⋯ , 𝑝𝑛}, E = { (𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝𝑗): 𝑝𝑖 ∈ V, 𝑝𝑗 ∈ V}

 Each hyperlink has one of the three relation labels R = {n, s, a}

𝜶 controls the chance to corrupt entities (0 < 𝜶 ≤ 1)



Hyperlink Classification Model

 Prediction

 For a directed edge (𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝𝑗) in a test set, the relation label is predicted by

 For TransH embedding model, 𝒇(𝒑𝒊, 𝒓, 𝒑𝒋) is computed by

𝒑𝒊 and 𝒑𝒋 : embedding vectors of the pages 

𝒓 : embedding vector for the relation
𝒘𝒓 : norm vector of the relation-specific hyperplane



Experimental Results

 F1 scores (%) of our model with different α values and the original TransE, TransH, and TransR.

→ Our model significantly outperforms 
the original knowledge graph
embedding methods. 

→ Creating corrupted triplets by 
relation perturbation
plays a critical role in the hyperlink 
classification problem.



Experimental Results

 F1 score (%) of each class and the average F1 score

→ Random-predict:  random prediction 
while preserving the number of
hyperlinks in each class.

→ Rule-based: 
• navigation: within-domain hyperlinks
• action: ‘edit’, ‘share’, ‘email’, or ‘vote’ 
• suggestion: the rest

→ Our model achieves the highest F1 scores.



Experimental Results

 The average F1, average precision, and average recall



Experimental Results

 Performance on the original web graphs and the randomly shuffled graphs

Randomly shuffled graph: the relation labels are randomly shuffled.
Classification performance significantly degrades on the randomly shuffled graphs.
Real-world web graphs have characterized structures in terms of forming each relation type.

→ Enables us to predict the relation labels via structured graph embedding.



Summary

 Hyperlink Classification in Web Search

 Classify hyperlinks into three classes: navigation, suggestion, and action

 Approach the problem from a structured graph embedding perspective

 Interpret a web graph as a knowledge graph

 Modify knowledge graph embedding techniques

 Relation perturbation in negative sampling enables us to significantly improve 

performance in classifying hyperlinks on web graphs.
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